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ABSTRACT

**Introduction:** Antibiotic resistance and antibiotic-associated adverse events are rapidly escalating and considered as a global health threat and public health problem. There is poor evidence base on the contextual specificities and everyday use of antibiotics in public health dentistry and pharmacy dispensing practices. The study explores the socio-cultural dynamics emergent around antimicrobials in the Indian Public dentistry and pharmacy practice in India.

**Methods:** Using purposive sampling, dentists and pharmacists were recruited for the study in Hyderabad City, Telangana State, India. Using semi-structured interviews, dentists and pharmacists were asked about how antibiotics were prescribed and dispensed, perceptions of antibiotic use in community and socio-cultural norms prevailing in the use of the antimicrobial practice.

**Results:** The dominant themes, emerged by both dentists and pharmacists, was the avoidance of dentist visit on encountering dental infection, reliance on self-medication, use of over-the-counter antibiotics and easy accessibility of antibiotics without prescription as a primary driver of antibiotic misuse and development of antimicrobial resistance, which is associated with socio-cultural practices and economic problems.

**Conclusion:** The speculations of qualitative responses to antimicrobial resistance are profoundly entangled in the specificities of dental infection management across cultures and locales in daily life. This study emphasizes the need for enforcement of regulatory mechanisms on antibiotic dispensing over the counters, educating dental patients in avoiding self-medication, educational and training initiatives are necessary to sensitize and rationalize dentist and pharmacist in the use of antibiotics.
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INTRODUCTION

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is emerging and increasing global public health threat challenge due to misuse and overuse of antibiotics, limited immediate prospects of research and development of new antibiotic classes. Outcomes of ecological studies have shown that the resistance at the population level...
is due to overuse of antibiotics. Dental professionals prescribe antimicrobial agents for conditions both therapeutically and prophylactically. Dentists prescribe more or less 10% of outpatient antibiotics. Studies suggest that 30% to 50% of prescribed antibiotics are needless or not optimally prescribed. Dentist prescribes antimicrobials for about all conditions the patient present’s with and there are no national and international guidelines for the treatment of specific dental infections in dentistry, but there are interventions that can be done as first-line treatments instead of prescription of antibiotics.

Significance of Antimicrobial Resistance in India

AMR is declared as global health threat for the twenty-first century and estimates by 2050, indicate cost of US$100 trillion burden on global economy, as infections from resistant bacteria will surpass cancer as the leading cause of death and in India, the burden of antimicrobial resistance will be one million lives per year due to failure of implementation of comprehensive surveillance of antibiotic usage and resistance to accepting the empirical realities of ‘antimicrobial misuse’ which are rooted in cultural practices and structural environments in India. Previous studies in India on public knowledge and awareness on antimicrobial resistance is inadequate and unequally distributed. This study aimed to evaluate the socio-cultural dynamics emergent around antimicrobials use in the Indian Public health dentistry and pharmacy practice in Hyderabad, India.

METHODS AND FIELDWORK

This study is a qualitative study done using purposive sampling, privately practicing dentists and pharmacists with varying socioeconomic profiles in urban and rural neighborhoods were recruited for the study in Hyderabad city, Telangana State, India. Participants were approached at their respective places of work where they were given information about the study by the interviewer and had an opportunity to ask questions. Ethical clearance was obtained from Centre for Economic and Social Studies, Hyderabad, Telangana, India. Informed consent was taken before the interview. The study involved 25 participants, including 19 dentists (7 female and 12 male) and 6 pharmacists (2 female and 3 male). Participants’ ages ranged from 23 to 60 years, with the majority of dentist in the age group of the 30s or 40s and the majority of pharmacists in their 20s or 30s.

The semi-structured interviews which lasted for 45 to 60 minutes were digitally audio-recorded and were fully transcribed. Interviews began with general questions on participants’ experiences of oral-dental infection management, how antibiotics were prescribed and dispensed, perceptions of antibiotic use in community and socio-cultural norms prevailing in antibiotic use, their daily basis sensitivity towards antibiotic resistance and the self-reported influences on the use of antibiotics in their day to day practice. All interviews were done in the English language.

Context of the Study

Hyderabad is the capital city of southern India’s Telangana state with 217 areas Sq.km, 16 mandals; one town surrounded by 67 villages and has a population of 6.8 million. Hyderabad has significant socioeconomic, linguistic, and religious diversity. In Hyderabad, the reported urban poverty has been measured at 23% of the total population. The health care system in Hyderabad is a mix of both private and public health care facilities with standardized and easily affordable health care than many cities in India. Hyderabad citizens prefer treatment at the private health care sector and approximately 28% of citizens use public health care facilities, due to poor quality of patient care, extreme waiting time and far distance locations.

Analysis

The methodology for this study was derived from the constructivist grounded theory within qualitative research. The basic aim was to attain a comprehensive understanding of the perspectives presented in interviews and to place them within a spectrum of broader core beliefs, agendas, and participant’s life
experiences. The interviews were analyzed based on initial thematic analysis. After identification of theme, the interviews were further analyzed for other related comments to develop themes further and finally reviewed the literature to identify conceptual tools to make sense of the patterns derived from data.

RESULTS

Self-Medication/Use of Over-the-Counter Antibiotics based on the Recommendation by a Pharmacist.

The interviews focused on participants’ basic understandings of antimicrobial practices, and their perceptions of the reasons behind an antibiotic misuse and resistance. The dominant theme, emerged by both dentists and pharmacists, was the avoidance of dentist visit on encountering dental infection and reliance on ‘self-medication’/ use of over-the-counter antibiotics based on recommendation by pharmacist and easy accessibility of antibiotics without prescription as a primary driver of antibiotic misuse and development of antimicrobial resistance which is associated with social, economic and cultural practices and problems.

Interviewer: Why Antibiotic Resistance is Arising?

Participant: it is mainly because of intolerable dental pain…. non-affordability of dentist consultation fees and time constraints to visit dental clinic, they ask for medications within their budget and we dispense the antibiotics within their budget and recommends them to use for at least three days, but most patients buy for one day or two days and latter they will not turn up to buy further and they keep the medicine cover and use it repeatedly…. If they don’t get the relief they visit the dentist. [Private Pharmacist, 36, male]

The above reflections emphasize on the underlying structural drivers like immediate relief from dental pain, accessibility of antibiotics over the counter without dentist prescription, affordability of dentist consultation fees, and time constraints to visit the dental clinic are the primary reasons for the misuse of antibiotics.

The availability of hand in cash is a big issue. As many private pharmacies maintain kaatha’s (book of accounts of customers)……. It makes easy for people to visit pharmacy without cash in hand and ask for antibiotics for dental pain / for any other illness problem……. Customers also return antibiotics in case dental pain subside…. Ask to replace antibiotics…. Even without taking for prescribed schedule…… Mutual trust and arrangements ….. easy monthly EMI options…will retain the pharmacy customers. [Pharmacist, 44, Male, Pharmacy owner]

. . . the other common factors [for overuse and development of antibiotics resistance] customers/ patients lack time to commute and consult the dentist, as most dental clinics open by 10.30 am to 11 am and having office reporting time constraints, waiting time at dental clinic, high dental consultation fees in private dental clinics, all the above factors lead to making patients buy antibiotics over the counter and use the same antibiotics repeatedly as and when they feel dental pain. [Pharmacist, 29, Female, Pharmacy Supervisor]

The above situations described by study participants highlight various dimensions of AMR like un-prescribed dispensing of antibiotics over the counter, taking an incomplete course of treatment and repeated intake as and when needed sometimes leading to overconsumption are all responses to structural constraints and non-compliance to standard clinical norms.

In oral health care service delivery there exist commercial component, even though people may not perceive it as commercial activity. Unfortunately, the dentist faces pressure and caught between counteracting forces between patients for quick results and pharmacy owners to prescribe generic drugs and a lot of supplements in the form of multivitamins, mouthwashes….. [Pharmacist, 52, Pharmacy owner]
The nexus that study participants expressed was the occurrence of commercial interests, and the pressures experienced by the dentist at the command of pharmacy owners. As most pharmacy retailers support dentist in buying types of dental equipment, paying their dental clinic rentals, electric bills, and routine consumables ‘like injections, gloves, cotton, anesthetic cartridges, and helpers to assist them and even some dental practices are accommodated within the pharmacy premises for free of cost, in all the above scenarios dentist prescriptions contribute to the revenue of pharmacy retailers turnover and they depend on dentist prescriptions which have the value on average of above 300-600 rupees and the common contents of prescription are antibiotics, analgesics, antacids, multivitamins, toothpaste, mouth wash, and other supplements like inter-dental brushes. The dentist has to maintain the high prescription value irrespective of the actual need to maintain good nexus with a pharmacist who is often also the referrers of dental patients. The above mentioned ‘counteracting forces’ include the structural conditions around antibiotic misuse and the nexus between dentist and pharmacy retailers.

**Socio-Cultural Dynamics of Antibiotics Misuse: ‘Counteracting Forces’ and the Responses of Dentist and Pharmacists**

The factors contributing to the problems of antibiotic ‘misuse’ is the result of the interaction of broader social and cultural dynamics. The dentist study participants were aware of the consequences of prescribing antibiotics prophylaxis before dental treatments as the dental patient’s willingness to ‘dentist shop’ viewed as a major constraint on dentist’ capacity to promote oral antibiotic prophylaxis before carrying dental treatments.

…If a dentist promotes dental prophylactic antibiotic and asks the patient to take antibiotics course and wait for the completion of the antibiotic regime . . . the very next day the patient will go and see a different dentist, patients are not ready to wait for a dental prophylactic antibiotic so they are forced to do dental treatments and prescribe antibiotics after treatment and many patients are not compliant in following dentist prescription post dental treatment which is one of the causes of AMR. [Dentist, 44, Male, Oral Maxillo Facial surgeon, Private Dental Practice]

. . . [Dentist] directly prescribes beta-lactams example Tab Augmentin 625mg in combination with nitroimidazoles example Tab Metronidazole for major dental infections like necrotic pulp with acute apical periodontitis presenting with swelling and with moderate/severe preoperative symptoms. As they want the patient to get a better prognosis and maintain their reputation in a competitive dental market. [Dentist, 28, Male, General Dental Practitioner, private dental practice]

The above arguments suggest that dentist face psychological and market pressure to prescribe combination antibiotics for oral-dental infections and need to satisfy and exceed patient expectations. To sustain dental practice, the dentist has to focus on retaining the dental patients.

When the dental patient present to my clinic…. with periapical or periodontal abscess, I presume patient in pain wants to get rid of it as early as possible and expects good outcome with my consultation… I have to prescribe him high-end antibiotic… because of poor oral hygiene conditions and gutka chewing habits … but if the patient doesn’t comply with my prescription regime he can be at great risk of AMR in the future. [Dentist, 36, Male, Periodontist, Private Practice]

Dental surgeons deal with dental infections caused by virulent bacteria. A majority of these infections can be managed by the most common antibiotics… But problems of AMR may arise from dental prescriptions that are given for inappropriate antibiotic, in appropriate circumstances at inadequate daily dosage, and with no initial loading dose. [Dentist, 27, Female, General Dental Practitioner, Private Practice]

Antibiotic resistance is a true challenge to stop emerging “superbugs.” Fighting with antibiotic resistance is not a one-time affair…. It needs intrinsic motivation and requires sustained commitment and all the dental fraternity must evaluate their antibiotic
prescribing behaviors for better effectiveness and outcome. [Dentist, 43, Male, Periodontist, Private Practice]

Dentist faces diverse challenges while prescribing antibiotics and dental treatments such as social structural constraints, asymmetry of information between dentist and patient, maintaining professional identity, patient expectations, and affordability of patients.

**DISCUSSION**

Addressing antimicrobial resistance in public health dentistry and pharmacy practice call for an examination of how the specificities of antibiotic use are entangled in the specificities of daily life across cultures and locales. This study has explored a few emergent social dynamics of antibiotic use in Hyderabad city in the context of an emerging global threat of antimicrobial resistance. This study discovered that how pharmacist and dentist navigate constraint of market pressures in antibiotics prescription and dispensing which are deeply embedded in survival practices of dental clinics and pharmacies in highly competitive health care markets. Pharmacists dispensed antibiotics improperly in different contexts. Other studies did previously by Kotwani et al. (2011) showed similar results like a pharmacist inappropriate antibiotic dispensing and use owing to commercial interests and lack of knowledge about the rational use of antibiotics. Kamat & Nichter (1998) reported self-medication with an antibiotic.

There are studies which prove that an appraisal of the antimicrobial prescribing habits of dental professionals along with an educational component about antimicrobial resistance have a positive effect on the frequency and use of antimicrobial agents and also raising understanding of antimicrobial resistance amongst urban-rural population and dental/pharmacist fraternity by overcoming the challenges of socioeconomic constraints, cultural norms and practices, different forms of nexus between dentist and pharmacist in oral health care service delivery.

**CONCLUSION**

As dentist and pharmacist play important a role in public awareness and understanding of oral-dental infections and use of antimicrobials. The dental and Pharmacy fraternity should focus on preserving the currently in use antibiotics through active surveillance, pharmaceutical regulation, and antimicrobial stewardship. This study emphasizes the need for more educational training initiatives to sensitize and rationalize dentist and pharmacist in the use of antibiotics. Future research should take account of the dental patient’s experiences and their perceptions of antibiotic misuse and the development of antibiotic resistance.
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